
HOMEWORK #29 APRIL 24TH-APRIL 28th

Dear Parents,

The Second Grade class will work on “Target Words” which focuses on expanding their

vocabulary and fully understanding the stories we read in class. Learning these “Target Words”

will be extremely important since they will be tested on the words weekly on Fridays. Please

make sure your child practices the words through the homework that will be broken down by

day. The homework is also due every week on Friday. Please ensure they write the date for

every day he does his homework and label each page to keep it organized. If anything changes,

you will be notified. Lastly, I strongly suggest reading with your child for at least 10 minutes a

day and asking questions regarding their reading to help with comprehension skills. I will send

home a monthly reading log in order to track progress and it will be turned in to me at the end

of the month.

For Math, we will mainly work on Review for Addition and Subtraction..

If you have any questions, please, do not hesitate to contact me. My email is:

cbaier@ryanacademy.org.

When is homework due? Homework is due on FRIDAY in their red folders. Please sign every

page.

When are Reading/Writing tests? This week, tests will be on FRIDAY.

When are reading logs due? At the end of the month. They are sent monthly. Every student that

turns it in, received a prize. If the whole classroom turns it in, they receive a prize as a class.

Any other questions? Email me.

Thank you,

Mrs. Baier

READING/WRITING

Target Words: Tossed, Odd, Contained, Startled, Leaned, Search, Grateful, Village.

Monday: Write words “Tossed”, “Odd”, and “Contained” 5 times each. Write a complete

sentence for all the words. Lastly, pickONE target word from this day and illustrate.

Example: Today is Monday April 24th, 2023.

-Tossed: 1)Tossed - Odd: 1)Odd

2)Tossed 2)Odd

3)Tossed 3)Odd

4)Tossed 4)Odd

5)Tossed 5)Odd

mailto:cbaier@ryanacademy.org


-Contained: 1)Contained

2)Contained

3)Contained

4)Contained

5)Contained

1)We tossed the ball across the playground.

2) It would be odd if it starts snowing during summer.

3) The jar contained freshly cut pickles.

The illustration should be after the writing.

Tuesday: Write words “Startled”, “Leaned”, and “Search” 5 times each. Write a complete

sentence for all the words. Lastly, pickONE target word from this day and illustrate.

Wednesday: Write words “Grateful”and “Village” 5 times each. Write a complete sentence for

all the words. Lastly, pickONE target word from this day and illustrate.

Thursday: Write a short story using at least 5 target words from this week. Illustrating is

optional. Please, do not forget the title and date.

MATH

Focus points: Review for Addition and Subtraction.

Monday: Page 179 in Math Expressions book (Blue book). Only EVEN questions. Show

work.

Tuesday: Page 181 in Math Expressions book (Blue book). Only ALL questions . Show

work.

Wednesday: Page 183 in Math Expressions book (Blue book). Only questions 1-3. Show

work.

Thursday: Page 185 in Math Expressions book (Blue book). Only questions 1-3. Show

work.




